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The sims 1 ps2 cheats gnome

Okay, this tip is for Play the Sims mode. To befriend someone, you need to invite them to your house, talk and everything else and it can get boring. Why don't we have a friend you're trying to make, have them invite you to their house? So, find out their last name, go to their house and have them invite you (you must
have met Sim once before). Then, invite yourself, or your character to focus on in the house, and talk and tickle and talk and compliment as much as you like until you get up to 100. If your character is leaving, or you've reached 100, just save, go back to View from the neighborhood, kick the family out of the house you
just was in and move them back to reset their stats! While you're working th.. The FlagView HistoryThis page contains a list of cheaters, codes, Easter eggs, tips and other secrets for The Sims for PlayStation 2. If you've discovered the imposter you want to add to the page or if you have a correction, click EDIT and add
it. A quick easy way to lay wallpapers and tiles in a large or small room is by pressing and holding L1 or L2, and then pressing X it will lay tiles or wallpaper in seconds instead of using clicks and drags. To unlock Cheat Mode, press L1+R1+L2+R2 on the main menu. This will unlock the cheat menu, which contains the
following: Freeall: All items are free. Midas: Unlock all games for two players, objects and skins. Party M: Unlock the party motel game. Sims: Unlock Play Sims without going through Get a Life. Here's a run-down where to find some items in Bustin' Out:The Hackers: Shiny Things Labs The Protesters: Club Rubb The
Red Pool Table: Club Rubb The Stolen Fern: Dudley's Trailer The Contaminating Fern: Goth's Manor Keeping a Sim's social meter up can be a nightmare. A good way to avoid this is to keep the outgoing trait as low as possible (mine is usually zero). Shy Sim may take longer to make friends, but outgoing Sim constantly
needs companionship (which takes up a lot of time). With this trait at zero, once you have filled the Social Meter, you can go three or four days without visiting anyone! Also, for me, the hardest ability to fill is the body. If you make the Sim's Active feature high, they will take to the treadmill like a duck to the water. You can
also guarantee that watching an action channel on TV will always provide some entertainment. Making Active high works well if you want your Sim in the army. Busy As A MonkeyThere is a better way to keep your monkey butler longer than just to put a fence around his tree. Put the light on the wall to wait for it to burn.
Then immediately put a table, bedside table or table in front of it, which makes it impossible to replace the bulb. The monkey won't be able to complete the mission and stands around until there's something else to do. Unlock No Cost ModeWhile on the main menu press and hold L1 + R1 + L2 + R2 to unlock the cheat
menu. Enter FREEALL on the cheat menu. All objects will costs nothing, but has no impact on the cost of invoices and other services. This may cause problems with games saved before this cheating. Unlock Two ModeWhile players on the main menu, press and hold L1 + R1 + L2 + R2 to unlock the cheat menu. Enter
MIDAS on the cheat menu, and then start a new game on Get A Life mode. Enter Hot Tut, then decide to stop the game (opt-out only) to unlock two-player mode. Unlock Party Mode (Two Player)While on the main menu, press and hold L1 + R1 + L2 + R2 to unlock the cheat menu. Enter PARTY M on the cheat menu.
Unlock First Person View CheatWhile on the main menu, press and hold L1 + R1 + L2 + R2 to unlock the cheat menu. Enter FISH EYE on the cheat menu. Press CIRCLE to switch views. Unlock Play The Sims ModeIda on the main menu press and hold L1 + R1 + L2 + R2 to unlock the cheat menu. Enter SIMS on the
cheat menu. Cheating in real life is never a good thing, but cheating in simulation games of life is expected and encouraged. The Sims: Bustin' Out has cheat codes that reward players with free money and other benefits to make virtual life more enjoyable. These cheaters are exclusively for playstation 2 version of The
Sims: Bustin' Out. Before you enter any other cheat codes, activate Cheat Gnome. Pause the game and press the following keys in order: R2, L1, R1, L2, Left, Circle. Quickly enter the entire code. If successful, Cheat Gnome appears outside your house. You can now enter the cheat codes listed below and talk to
Gnome to claim your reward. Gnome will leave from time to time, but he always comes back. There's no need to re-enter the code. Pause the game at any time while you play and compare the following cheat codes with the PS2 controller. You need to activate Gnome cheat before you can use fill out all the motives and
get $10,000 cheats. Cheat Code Cheat Gnome R2, L1, R1, L2, Left, Circle fill out all the motives L2, R1, Left, Circle, Up Get $10,000 Simoleans L1, R2, Right, Square, L3 Unlock Team Photos L3, R3, R1, R2 Unlock All Locations R2, R3, L3, L2, R1, L1 Unlock All Objects L2, R2, Up, Triangle, L3 Unlock All Skins L1, R2,
X, Circle, Up, Down Unlock All Social Options L1 , R1, Down, X, L3, R3 If you need a day off, spend the night at mom's. Your bus won't arrive in the morning. Don't skip work two or three days in a row or you'll risk getting fired. If you miss the bus while in danger of being fired, find another job before you get a call from
your boss. Then you can go back to your previous job without penalty. To lift Sim's sad spirit, create a new room connected to your house with the following amenities: WindowsMicrowaveCounterFridgeLarge sofaTVLightsToiletTableChairs Get the Sim to enter the room, then remove the door. To test Sim and go do
something else while you wait for their happiness to increase. Don't forget to let them go later. Buy two Aromasters and place them on separate tables on opposite sides of the bed. Beds. Scent of juniper on one and lavender setting on the other, then go to sleep. You'll wake up with full energy and fun meters. Thank you
for telling us! Tell us why! Strategic Guide/Walkthrough/FAQ Corey Feldman Interview Cheat mode On the main menu press L1 + R1 + L2 + R2 to unlock the cheat menu. Then enter one of the following codes to activate the appropriate cheating function: Midas mode Enter MIDAS on the cheat menu. Start the game in
Get A Life mode, get into a hot tun with a girl, and then pause the game. Choose Quit, followed by Just Quit. This mode unlocks all games for two players, all locked objects and all locked skins. -From: itsme8765@yahoo.com and hummer251@aol.com Free mode Enter FREEALL on the cheat menu. All facilities will now
cost 0 Simoleans. Keep in mind: When buying an item, you still need enough Simoleans to pay for it. However, no Simolean will be taken away from your total. Also, you will not be able to sell any items for money. This has no impact on the cost of paying bills and other services. Also, this may cause some problems with
saved games. -From: itsme8765@yahoo.com and hummer251@aol.com Party Motel mode Enter PARTY M on the cheat menu. Party Motel game for two players will now be unlocked in the bonus section in Get A Life mode. -From: itsme8765@yahoo.com and hummer251@aol.com Play The Sims mode Enter SIMS on
the cheat menu. Play The Sims mode will now be unlocked, without you going through the dream house Get A Life. This is useful for players without memory cards, who should otherwise play through the House of Dreams every time. -From: itsme8765@yahoo.com and hummer251@aol.com First person view Enter
FISH EYE on cheat menu. Click Circle to switch between normal view and first-person view. All objects Successfully complete Get A Life mode to unlock all objects. Life Of Crime career path Prevent a thief from escaping into Get A Life mode to unlock life of crime's career path in all modes. Simple money Enable with
Free mode, then go to your house and buy a lot of expensive items. After that, save, and then restart the system. Do not re-enter the code, and then return the items for more money. The best item for this is monkey butler tree, which is worth 15,000 Simoleans. Enable with Free mode, then move Sims to the cheapest
house available. Then buy a lot of expensive items (such as Monkey Butler). After that, get your Sims out of that house, but don't empty the house. Doing so, your Sims keep the assets they had, which turn into money for them. The house will then cost something similar to Simolean's 99,999. To counter this, enter the
construction method for the house from which you moved Sims, and then sell out Monkey Butler and other items you have placed. The house will be cheap again. Move your Sims back in and they'll have a lot of money. Enable free mode, game and buy fifteen heart hot tubs. Keep at the beginning: They must first be
unlocked in Get A Life mode. After save the game and stop. Turn off PlayStation 2 to disable the code. Go back to the same game and sell all the Heart Hot Tubs that were purchased to get up to 99,999 Simoleans. Notice that when you pay your bills, buy something, etc., your money will not be reduced. Use the
following trick to make the wallpaper technique faster. While selling the sheet of wallpaper, you need to hold Square and let it complete the sale. If you press Square multiple times after a sale, the sale happens constantly how many times it is pressed. Also, this trick works better if the wall has a T-shaped intersection.
Buy a working machinist and boost your mechanical, creativity and body. Keep making dwarves. If you have a very high status, you should be able to sell each dwarf for at least 100 Simoleans. Making dwarfs take only about one to two seconds each if you have a very high status. Make a wall parallel to the pavement
(with trash cans and a mail box). Put the most expensive wallpaper on both sides. Then press Square to sell wallpaper on one side. If that doesn't work, try the opposite side. You should be able to sell the background of one side more than once. Have a Sim with a high creative level. Start a painting or sculpture. Once
it's started, say that Sim quit, and then have another Sim (no creative points) finish it. Sell it, and you'll still get as much money as you'd get if Sim who originally started it had also finished it. You can even have your kids finish their picture and still get as much as if the parent had done the picture. Easy skills move the
family out. When this happens, their moods are breathing immediately after you move to another house. Once you get in the house, learn, work, etc. Also, if your energy or any other statistics are lowered, get out of the house. Re-enter the house and all your statistics will be restored. Get your needs back Skip work every
other day, to the point where they call you, but you won't get fired to regain your fun and social level. While at home, call some friends and play billiards or a cooperative game. In addition, you can use Wiffer Puffer Gold to recover a certain part of your needs, such as comfort, entertainment, etc. This is especially useful
near where you read or work. Also, make a Sim touch Bug Zapper. It gives them extra energy. Alien abduction Buy a telescope and use it too long. Your sim will be kidnapped and gone. It will reappear a few hours later, with different statistics. Zombie Sim Kill Sim and wait for the Grim Reaper to show up. Pray for his or
her life. The Grim Reaper will either ignore your plea, turn your Sim into a zombie or revive your Sim. If your sim is revived, kill him again, then try again. The outcome is random. Keep on your toes: Don't save the game if the Grim Reaper kills your Sim. Reload the game and try again. Zombie Sims don't have any
different from normal Sims except green. Keep your child at home from school you don't want your child to go to school and you don't want to keep listening to the bus horn every few seconds, just let your child stand in the middle of the road where the bus waits every day. Then the bus will not show up, and your child
will not go to school. Getting money after you missed work one day, you don't answer the phone. Instead, wait until the next caller, who should call later. They're going to give you some money. Hold Major Dormo longer call Major Dormo, then put a fence around his treehouse after he leaves it. He'll stay with you for a
long time, but he'll still eventually disappear. Prevent guests from going and improve their social status Throw a party. When your guests arrive, to enter your house. Pause the game and enter build mode. Wherever the door goes out, replace it with a wall. Keep playing. Since I can't leave, he's going to stay and have a
party. Now you can talk anything you want with your guests and they won't leave, eventually even marrying someone. You may also want to buy some beds in case they get tired. Attack Sim Insult a neighbor or your roommate until their name drops to -100. Then go outside and show action options (where you can
choose a kiss, hug, insult, slap). Now you should be able to attack a person. Do it about three times. Your roommate's going to have enough, pack up and leave for good. Change clothes faster When Sim puts on a change curtain, press L1 to pause the game. It's going to change, but the weather's going to freeze. Place
wallpaper or carpets faster Hold L1 or R1, then press Square. Borrow $800 from mom in Get A Life Chapter 1 Go buy mod and sell anything that's not necessary, until you're above $800. Bonuses in Get A Life mode You can unlock objects by doing the following things: Artists Block: Get a promotion to career level 7 in
Chapter 4. Aromaster Whifferpuffer Gold: Cook a successful chapter 1 dinner. Beach simulation: Raise your first baby to a child in Chapter 5. Bearskin Rug: Get through the house in eight days or less in Chapter 5. Beejaphone Electric Guitar: Pass through the house in 24 hours or less in Chapter 1. Chairmaster Vanity
Table: Fix the TV after mom breaks it in Chapter 1. Club Abhi and Taylor's Place in two-player mode: Throw a rabid party in Chapter 4. Coat of arms: Pass through the house in 4 days or less in Chapter 2. Electronic insect control system: Upgrade the value of the house in Chapter 2. Frat House in two-player mode:



Complete all goals and move out in Chapter 2. Handyman: Fix everything in the house in Chapter 2. Head to Curio Jar: Go through the house in 8 days or less in Chapter 3. Heart-vibrating bed: Upgrade your home in Chapter 4. Maid: Clean the house in Chapter 2. Maid's House in two-player mode: Get promotion to
career level 8 in Chapter 5. Master Suite Tub: Get promotion to career level 5 in Chapter 3. Meet Major Dorm (Monkey Send both children to prep school in Chapter 6. Motel in Mode: Throw a rabid party in Chapter 3. Museum in two-player mode: Borrow 800 Simoleons from mom in Chapter 1. Park in two-player mode:
Say hello and feed Bob (bum) in Chapter 3, 4, 5, or 6. Perspiraction Executive Treadmill: Find a Job in Chapter 1. Rhino Head: Go through the house in eight days or less in Chapter 6. Slurp 'n' Burp Beverage Cooler: Get career-level promotion 2 in Chapter 2. Sonic Shower: Get promotion to career level 6 in Chapter 4.
Sprinkler: Raise the second baby to the child in Chapter 5. Strip Poker Table: Get a career-level promotion 4 in Chapter 3. Teppan'Yaki Table: Get career-level promotion 3 in Chapter 2. Tree Swing: Upgrade the value of the house in Chapter 3. Twp Pools: Get promotion to career level 9 in Chapter 5. Vanity Mirror: Fix
the TV after mom breaks it in Chapter 1. Wurl 'N Hurl Jukebox: To pass through the house in eight days or less in Chapter 4. 4.
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